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1. INTRODUCTION TO LEARNING & BEHAVIOUR 

 

 Study of learning and behaviour gives general skills – enables us to 

interpret behavioural data.  

 About asking what influences behaviour – we can hypothesise why 

behaviours occur through learning theory 

 Broad goal of studying learning as a science: understanding all types of 

behaviour within a general framework 

 Focus on biological relevance, behaviourist influence (reductionism), 

conditioning is major research paradigm 

 

Associative learning (conditioning) 

 Behaviour towards a stimulus changes as a consequence of its association 

with another stimulus 

 Association = temporal correlation (contiguity) & statistical relationship 

between their occurrence (contingency)  

 e.g. CS and US/R (response) and Rft (reinforcer) 

 

Why study conditioning? 

 Conditioning has broad relevance 

 Brings simple learning processes into lab 

 Precise experimental control allows for: accurate description of 

behaviour & uncovering psychological mechanisms 

 

Most basic forms of learning: 

Habituation 

 With repeated exposure to a stimulus, an organism s response to that 
stimulus may diminish e.g. startle reaction to a loud noise 

 Used in developmental research: one of the first responses believed to be 

measurable in babies 

 Rate at which babies become disinterested in things can infer learning 

Sensitisation (opposite of habituation)  

 Repeated exposure to a stimulus may increase an organisms  responding 

 E.g. if a noise is very loud, responding may first increase, before eventually 

habituating 

 

 Are these simply forms of sensory/neurological adaptation, or are they 

instances of learning? 

 How to test this: change the stimulus – will baby become interested in new 

stimulus, change the context  

 Does it generalise? Can examine what it is the organism has actually learnt.  

 

What is learnt? 

 Weakening/strengthening a reflex pathway? 

 What it signifies (safe or dangerous)? 

 Expectation of the stimulus in this context (context-stimulus association) 

i.e. no longer surprising?   
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Types of conditioning )nstrumental operant  conditioning  

 Animal learns to perform specified action to receive reward or avoid 

punishment (US is response dependent)  

 Pavlovian classical  conditioning 

 Animal displays stereotyped response (behaviours in regular way) to a 

stimulus that signals reward or punishment 

 

Terminology  

 US – has inherent biological importance 

 UR – response that is automatically elicited by US 

 CS – initially neutral stimulus that acquires significance through 

conditioning 

 CR – response elicited by CS  

 

Experimental paradigm 

 Sets of commonly used procedures to compare conditioning across: 

- Different species 

- US s with different affective consequences 

- Different response requirement 

 Conditioned salivation in Pavlov s lab 

 CS (metronome) presented for some seconds followed by delivery of food into dog s mouth US  

 Result: after 20-30 repeats dog salivates when CS is presented 

 

Conditioned suppression 

 Stage 1: animal learns to press bar for food i.e. setting up instrumental 

response: (CS=bar, US=food) 

 Stage 2: CS presented followed by brief shock 

 Result: after a small number of CS-shock pairings, rat stops pressing bar 

whenever CS comes on  fear of shock leads to rat suppressing learnt 

response 

 

Fear conditioning 

 Conditioning: rat placed in chamber and after 1 min a CS is presented 

followed by shock 

 I.e. CS is paired with shock in Context A 

 Test: rat again placed in chamber when CS is presented (with no shock) 

 I.e. Rat placed in Context A and CS is presented 

 Data analysis: proportion of time the rat spent freezing (UR) when the CS 

is present 

 Result: when CS followed immediately by shock of moderate level (e.g. 

~1mA), 1 trial learning obtained 

 By analysis of freezing response , we see that we have conditioned a fear 
response to the CS 
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Conditioned taste aversion 

 Rat drinks flavoured solution (CS) 

 Rat then made sick (usually by injection of LiCL) 

 Result: after a single experience, rat dramatically reduces intake of 

flavoured solution 

 

Conditioned magazine approach 

 CS presented e.g. tone and followed by delivery of food (US) 

 Result: rat approaches food magazine when CS comes on i.e. before food 

 I.e. context of magazine medium by which we see conditioning to CS 

 

Eyeblink conditioning 

 Used to measure precise time conditioning – because it is a very precise 

response 

 CS presented then very shortly after followed by a puff of air to eye (US) – elicits eye blink UR, nictitating membrane  

 Result: after about 100 trials, rabbit blinks when CS presented (hears 

noise) 

 Key pecking autoshaping  

 Small light response key  lights up for few seconds. Shortly after, food is 

delivered into magazine. 

 Result: after about 30 pairings, pigeon begins to peck at response key (as if 

it were food) 

 

2. DARWIN & MENTAL EVOLUTION 

 

Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck (1774-1829): First person ever to propose a 

mechanism for evolutionary change 

 Lamarckian inheritance 

1. Environmental changes can produce new habits 

2. New habits produce physical changes: Law of Use and Disuse 

3. Physical changes are heritable: Inheritance of acquired characteristics  

e.g. if someone uses muscles everyday and becomes strong, this person s 
children will be born a little stronger. Giraffe s stretching their necks to 
reach leaves will have babies with longer necks (we know not true today) 

 Theory influenced psychologists until well into the 20th century and 

Russian biologists into the 1940s. 

Charles Darwin (1809-1882) 

 Had theory of evolution similar to Lamarck: but was originally expressed in a poem so didn t reach as far as Lamarck s  
 

Theory of natural selection: 

 In any population there is variation among individuals e.g. skin colour 

 Much of this variation is inherited 

 Some characteristics are more adaptive than others in a particular 

environment e.g. dark skin colour in sunny climate 
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 Individuals with adaptive characteristics are likely to produce more 

offspring than others e.g. dying of rickets before puberty and do not 

produce offspring 

 Hence, adaptive variations are likely to become more common in next 

generation e.g. increasing number of people with light skin in northern 

Europe and northern Asia 

 Environmental changes and geographical isolation promote divergence 

between species 

Thomas Henry Huxley (1825-1895) 

 Neuroanatomist 

 Loved Darwin s theory – public figure promoting Darwin s theory 

 Huxley first confronted human evolution (Evidence for man s place in 
nature, 1863) 

 Discovered Neanderthals in (uxley s time 

 

Alfred Wallace (1823-1913) 

 Co-discovered (1858) Natural Selection 

 In 1869 he decided the human mind must have had super natural origins – 

could not have evolved from natural selection.  

 Wallace was the first to propose that 

1. Human selection shifts from physical to psychological – i.e. if humans find 

themselves in a very cold climate, they can build fires, shelter etc.  

2. Social instincts attenuate natural selection processes and prevent 

further intellectual evolution 

 Darwin s reply to Wallace: The Descent of Man (1871) 

 Could not stand that Wallace had polluted the theory 

 Sexual selection – e.g. peacocks attracting mates. Recent research on 

giraffes has shown that long necks in male giraffes give them a sexual 

advantage i.e. sexual selection at work 

 Sexual selection as a factor in human evolution 

 Argued that human intellect is not unique (opposing Wallace) – mental 

continuity with other species i.e. other species have elements of intelligence 

e.g. 

a. Reasoning in apes – problem solving 

b. Human ability to imitate sound, important for language acquisition, can be 

found in parrots 

c. Moral sense = social instincts like altruism combined with reason 

 General conclusion: continuity of elements from other species to man, but 

unique combination  

 

George Romanes (1848-1 4 : Darwin s heir  

 Neurophysiologist 

 In 1874 Darwin handed over his notes on animal behaviour 

 Romanes started adding to this anecdotal evidence with his experimental 

results 
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 Animal Intelligence (1882): reported these observations on a huge range of 

species 

 Romanes  theoretical framework: Mental Evolution in Animals 1 4  

 How do we decide if a creature e.g. a snail, has a mind? 

 Romanes criteria: 

1. It must have a nervous system 

2. Its behaviour must be sensitive to past experience: i.e. organism shows 

capacity for memory or learning 

 He also believed, unlike Darwin, that evolution had a linear progress: 

higher  vs. lower  

 Lamarckian inheritance played a role in mental evolution: if a person 

developed a certain skill e.g. piano playing, her daughter could potentially 

inherit this skill 

 Recapitulation theory: ontogeny  recapitulates phylogeny : you can study 
how embryos develop in particular species and this gives idea of how the 

species evolved  development from foetus to child to adult shows same 

pattern as evolutionary development of the species 

 Romanes  hierarchies for emotions and cognitive processes 

 As the mind evolved it acquired more complex mental abilities 

 Romanes decided memory was the most basic – tapping a snail and it will 

withdraw its head, past experience can modify its reaction to subsequent 

tapping. He also decided the use of tools was the most complex, and that 

only humans could use tools (since disproven) 

Hierarchy: 

Emotions - shame, revenge, sympathy, jealousy, parental affection, surprise & 

fear, pleasure & pain 

Intellect - use of tools, understanding mechanisms, recognising pictures, 

communicating ideas, association by contiguity, memory 

 

Lamarck 

(1774-1829) 
 First person to propose mechanism for evolution 

 Lamarckian )nheritance : 
 Environmental changes produce new habits, these 

produce physical changes, physical changes are 

inherited  

Darwin 

(1809-1882) 
 Theory of natural selection: 

 Natural variation among members in a species + 

changes in environment produces dominance of 

particular offspring 

Huxley 

(1825-1895) 
 Public figure promoting Darwin s theory 

 First confronted human evolution 

Wallace 

(1823-1913) 
 Co-discovered natural selection. 

 Believed that the human intellect had supernatural 

origins 

 First to propose that human selection shifts from 

physical to psychological: e.g. if too cold, then we build 

fires 
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Darwin (The 

Descent of 

Man) 

(1871) 

 Replied to Wallace, the human intellect is not unique 

but a unique combination of elements found in other 

species e.g. ability to imitate sound in parrots, reasoning 

in apes 

Romanes 

(1848-1894) 
 Darwin gave him his work on animal behaviour that 

Romanes added to.  

 He proposed criteria that differentiated whether an 

organism has a mind: a nervous system & sensitive to 

past experience (memory/learning). 

 Unlike Darwin, believed evolution had a linear progress 

(higher vs. lower) 

 Hierarchies for emotion & intellect: pleasure & pain 

lowest and shame highest, memory lowest and use of 

tools highest 

 

Other notes from Bouton: 

 Descartes: came up with concept of a reflex action  

 (uman & Locke: British empiricists  – Locke proposed mind as blank slate or tabula rasa  – thus experience shapes us. Hume emphasised 

importance of associations between ideas i.e. when we eat an apple, it is 

sweet and crisp and these impressions become further associated with it s visual properties 

 Kant – rationalism, alternative to empiricism – the mind comes with 

certain sets of assumptions and ideas, a prioris , that help mold 
experience 

 

3. COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLOGY & EARLY BEHAVIOURISM 

Morgan, Thorndike, Yerkes & Watson 

 

Conwy Lloyd Morgan (1852-1936) 

He criticised Romanes: 

 Ignoring previous opportunities for an animal to learn some behaviour 

 Confusing objective (testable) and subjective (non-testable) inferences from 

behaviour to mental events e.g. Darwin was convinced by behaviour of 

dog that it could feel shame – however shame is not testable, but memory 

is 

 Being too ready to attribute an animal s behaviour in unnecessarily 
complex terms – sometimes behaviour that looks complex is learnt by 

simple trial and error 

 

Trial-and-error learning with accidental success 

 Morgan argued that one-off observations of animal behaviour can lead to 

assuming they are very clever e.g. dog lifting latch to open door of garden 

 But with repeated observation one can see that the behaviour develops 

often by means of trial-and-error 

 Romanes  data was based mostly of one-off observations 

 

 


